Picture yourself
at the finish line.
Our proven approach helps our clients accelerate achieving their
financial and operational goals.
Healthcare payers face many growing challenges--revenue leakage, escalating costs
of care, vendor optimization, regulatory hurdles and a dynamic consumer-driven
environment. We help you to quickly cut through the complexity to identify and put
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focus on program areas that drive meaningful improvements in your results.
Our team of healthcare experts has the practical and relevant knowledge to drive
success in multiple areas of your business. HMS is the leader in cost containment and
clinical solutions for healthcare payers. We serve over 40 Medicaid agencies, 325
health plans, 150 employers and federal healthcare agencies.
Backed by expansive data, advanced technology and unparalleled experience, we
examine your business against national best practices and apply focused analytics
and deliver actionable plans for operational improvements - without the need for a
multi-year consulting arrangement.

We help solve your toughest
challenges with a combination
of keen insight, proprietary
data and unmatched
industry expertise.
HMS Advisory helps you:
yy Maximize savings and recoveries
yy Enhance competitive advantage
yy Apply benchmarking and

best practices

yy Ensure regulatory compliance
yy Avoid financial penalties

Driven by your specific goals and objectives, we partner with your stakeholders to
promote cross-functional collaboration and innovation that leads to strong results
now and optimized processes for future results.

We offer three areas of service:

Finance and Audit

Business Optimization
Review core processes and results
against YOY performance, goals and
industry best practices to identify
opportunities and risks.

HMS financial and auditing services
provide our clients the additional
assurances that drive confident
decisions.

• Program assessments, benchmarking,
design and implementation

• Payment accuracy

• Comparative plan performance and
market intelligence
• Technology and workflow evaluation
• Provider engagement modeling

• Pre- and post-payment claims auditing
• Fraud detection
• Premium management and
reconciliation

• Advanced analytics and reporting

• Medicare secondary payer validation
(ECRS)

• Vendor utilization/coordination

• Rate setting and risk management

• Contract management/oversight

• Financial claiming

• Business process outsourcing

• FFP revenue enhancement

Policy and Regulatory
Working directly with over 40
Medicaid agencies, 325 health
plans and 150 employers uniquely
qualifies HMS to help clients quickly
maneuver through the complex
regulation maze.
• Policy research
• Regulatory Interpretation
• Government relations
• Evaluation of payment models
• Industry insight, research and white
paper development

HMS is a leading healthcare analytics and technology company, helping
healthcare organizations reduce costs and improve health outcomes through a
broad range of coordination of benefits, payment integrity, care management
and member engagement solutions.
HMS Advisory Services is an independent arm of HMS focused solely on solving
our clients’ toughest challenges. We leverage HMS’ deep knowledge and unique
assets as we provide long-term, customized support to help our clients advance
and transform healthcare service delivery and business operations.
Contact our experts now at HMS Advisory to find out how we can help you
achieve your financial and operational goals.
• hms.com/advisory
• advisory@hms.com

HMS. Moving healthcare forward.
HMS® delivers healthcare technology, analytics and engagement solutions to help reduce costs, improve health
outcomes and enhance member experiences.
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